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Boundary problems in nonlocal continuum models 
of large engineering structures(*) 

J. HOLNICKI-SZULC and D. ROGULA (WARSZAWA) 

THE PAPER continues the considerations concerning nonlocal models of large discrete structures. 
Using a hexagonal rod structure as an example, the problems related to adequate modelling of 
boundary value problems have been· discussed. 

Praca stanowi kontynuacj~ rozwai:an dotyc2<4cych ciClgtych nielokalnych modeli du:iych struktur 
dyskretnych. Na przykladzie heksagonalnej struktury pr~towej om6wiono zagadnienia zwiClzane 
z adekwatnym modelowaniem zagadnien brzegowych. Przedyskutowano r6zne przypadkr 
warunk6w brzegowych zwiC17.anych z r6znymi sposobami podparcia bCld:Z obciClienia brzegu. 

Pa6oTa cocraBJUieT npo,l(oJDI<eHHe paccyH<Aei:Urii, J<acaron.uvccH CIIJIOWHbiX HeJIOKa.JILHhiX Mo
Aeneii 6oJibiiiHX AHCKJ>eTHhiX CTPYJ<TYP. Ha npHMepe reKcarOHaJibHOH CTepH<Heaoii CTPYJ<TYPbi 
o6cyH<AeHbi BOnpOCbi, CBH38HHble C aAeKBaTHbiM MOAeJIHpoBaHHeM KJ>aeBblX :JaAatl. {)6cy>K
,I:leHhi paam.1e CJiyqaH rp8.1Ult!HhiX yCJioBHH, cBH3aHHbiX c pa3HhiMH CIIoco6aMH omq>aHilJI 
HJIH H.arpYH<eHHH . rp~I. 

Introduction 

THE PURPOSE of the paper has been to continue considerations of the possible use of 
various nonlocal continuum models describing engineering structures. The pr-oblem was 
put forward in the paper (1] where the possibility of describing an infinite plane rod lattice 
structure was discussed in terms of an integral and a gradient nonlocal model. The example 
of the structure being analysed (Fig. 1) has been selected so that an effect of short- and 
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(*) Paper presented at the EUROMECH 93 Colloquium on Nonlocal Theory of Materials, Poland, 
August 28th- September 2nd, 1977. 
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804 J. HOLNICKI·SZULC AND D. RooULA 

long-range interactions can be obtained without complicating neediessly our study. The 
structure under analysis can be naturally resolved into substructure I of shorter-range 
interactions and substructure 11 of longer_;range · interactions. 

In the previous paper [1] the forms of internal energy of the structure were determined 
for the cases of the two models under discussion, i.e. integral and gradient. 

This paper discusses the formulation of boundary problems for structures with strictly 
defined edge support and load conditions. 

In the case of definite boundary conditions and external loads (acting upon the internal 
nodes of the structure), it is possible first to determine their continuous distributions being 
their equivalents in the continuum model and, then, to determine continuous model fields 
of displacements. 

Given the forms of intenial energy, external loads and boundary conditions, use can 
be made of the principle of minimum potential energy to obtain stationary conditions 
describing displacement fields in the continuous model under consideration. 

In Chapter 1 this analysis was carried out for the case of the integral model, in Chapter 
2 for the gradient model. Irrespectively of determining the displacement field in continuous 
models, which allows the displacements of discrete structure nodes (u ~ u) to be determin
ed, the problem of determining internal forces in the rods (P) has been discussed. This is 
very important from the engineering point of view. Internal forces in the rods of substructure 
I or 11 (P1, P11) can be determined in two ways. Firstly, using the determined node dis
placements (u) and employing the constitutive relationships of the discrete model (1] 

( ii ~ 11 ( ~) , and secondly, using the auxiliary definition of states of stresses related to the 

individual substructures (ci1, ci11) and determining their corresponding components 
o• ~ pt 

u ( 011 ~ pu· The second way will be described in the subchapters 1.2 and 2.3. 

The discussion of boundary problems associated with various methods of supporting 
and loading an edge of the structure makes it possible to employ the technique mentioned 
for calculating the statics of rod structures on the one hand, and allows the concepts used 
in the theory of nonlocal bodies to be strictly determined and to be given a mechanical 
sense, on the other hand. 

1. Integral nonlocal model 

1.1. Description of the state of displacements 

Let us consider a structure bounded by the edge A = AuuAP (Fig. 2). 
The potential energy of the system can be written as follows: 

(1.1) w. = ~ J J C11u(r, r')eli(r)e"1(r')drdr' 
V V 

--} J J C,1~c 1 (s, r')eii(s)e"1(r')dr'ds- f f,u,dr- J piuids 
A V V Ap 
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FIG. 2. 

for fields of displacements ui and deformations sii conforming to geometric constraints 
of the system 

(1.2) 
Bt1 = u(i,J> in V, 

u, =Ut on Au· 

The stress tensor Ciik1(r, r') has been determined for a homogeneous infinite structure 
in the paper [1]. The expression 

(1.3) w: = ~ JI tiJkl<s, r')cij(s)ekl(r')dr'ds 
A V 

appearing in Eq. (1.1) describes equivalent surface energy whose introduction is advan.:. 
tageous in that it provides for the description of the entire heterogeneity of the structure 
in the boundary layer, leaving the tensor Ciik1(r, r') homogeneous within V. 

Mechanical interpretation of boundary energy is provided by the total internal energy 
associated with the rods removed from the boundary layer of the full structure and must 
be determined individuaPiy for every boundary problem. 

For example, in the case of perfect clamping along a part Au of the edge (Fig. 3a) 
and for loading along a part of the edge Ap provided with a membrane keeping the rods 
in their original position (Fig. 3b), the tensor C(s, r') vanishes, and the properties of the 
structure are homogeneous over the entire region V. Essential here is the fact that the rods 
intersected by the edge cooperate with the entire structure as if they were not intersected. 

a 

FIG. 3. 
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. In the case of damping only the nodes located along A, (Fig. 4a) and loading only 
the nodes located on A, (Fig. 4b ), the situation is different. The rods intersected by the 
edge do not cooperate with the entire structure and can be neglected in the analysis. 

a b p 

FIG. 4. 

The tensor C;j1c~(r) describing deviation of the elastic features of-a real structure in bound
ary layer from those of a homogeneous structure assumes in these cases the following 
form (cf. the definition· of Cl}k1(r) in [1]). 

(1.4) 

for 

where 

"' reD", 

Q" the region of the boundary layer (Fig. 4), 

d-1 = ~A the rigidity of the rods of substructure 11, 

tf12 ::;: (0, 1] the directional unit vector of the rods of substructure 11 orthogonal to the 
edge. 

Using the definition of the distribution of the tensor with respect to the second coordin
ate (1], we obtain: 

(1.5) 

where 

se A, 

re !Ju, 

h0 
- the characteristic function of the region D11

• 

Let us locus our attention on the fact that in the case of specifying the volume forces 
f and surface forces p when passing from a discrete to a continuous model (f => i) we have 
at our disposal certain arbitrariness in their definition in the neighbourhood of the edge. 

Depending on the case under consideration it is more convenient to treat the forces 
loading the nodes located along the edge as volume forces or surface forces. 
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It follows from the principle of minimum potential energy (1.1) that among all the 
geometrically permissible fields s satisfying Eq. (1.2) the field minimizing We will be actu
ally determined (under the load f, p). 

Stationary conditions of the potential energy functional 6 W6 = 0 are obtained in the 

form 

{J (C,1~tz(r, r')-CiJkz(r, r'))tu(r')dr'],,+.h(r) = 0 in V, 
V 

(1.6) [ f ( Cu~tz(r, r')- C,1"1(r, r') )til(r') dr'] n, = P~t on Ap. 
V 

The relations (1.2) and (1.6) describe the field of u displacements of equivalent continu
ous medium. 

1.2. Description of the state of stress of the structure 

The apalysis of the state of strain of the structure makes it possible to analyse in a formal 
way its state of stress aij(r), although the state of stress classically defined here has no direct 
mechanical interpretation and does not allow internal forces in rods to be determined. 

In Chapter 1.3, another method for determining the state of stress will be shown, which 
allows forces in rods to be directly determined. 

By introducing the final definition of the state of stress of the structure 

(1.7) 

where 

a,J(r) df f cljkl(r' r')e~cz(r')dr', 
V 

ciJ"'(r, r') = ciJ"'(r, r')- cutl(r, r') 

it is possible to define complementary energy of the structure 

(1.8) Wa = ~ J J Cijl1(r, r;)a.u(r)a,;J(r')drdr'- J aiJ(r)nlr)u1(r)dr, 
YV ~ . 

for the fields of statically permissible stresses: 

(1.9) 
in V, 

a1Jn1 = p, on A,. 

The inverse stress tensor Cijlz introduced in the relation (1.8) should be adopted from the 
definition such that it satisfies the condition 

(1.10) f C;~IJ(r, r'') cl} .. (r, r')dr = 6(r'' r">} ( .s,.. "·· + 6.,, 6..). 

It can be proved that by acting with it on the constitutive Eq. (1.7) 

(1.11) f C;.;li(r, r") ct1lr)dr = f c;,;11(r, r'') [ f Cu~c1(r, r'')e~c,(r')dr'] dr 
y y y 
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we obtain · the. inverse constitutive relation: 

(1.12) emir'.~) = f c;;;;i}(r, r' ') uu(r) dr. 
y 

Allowing for the definition (1.10) and the relation (1.12), (1.4) and (1.5) and neglecting 
the effect of heterogeneity in boundary layer, i.e. equating Cmn1j(r, r') = 0 we obtain: 

(1.13) C;;;n1u(r, r') = )} ~ ;.n ( ~IJ ~kr + ~tk ~Jl + t5u ~Jk)h1(r, r') 

+ ;.~1 ( t5tJ ~kl + ~tk 15-Jr+-6u ~Jk) [h11 (r, r') -h1(r, r')]. 

It follows from the principle of minimum complementary energy (1.8) that among 
all the statistically permissible fields (JiJ satisfying Eq. (1.9) the field minimizing Wa will 
in ·reality be determined. 

The stationary conditions of the complementary energy functional ~ Wa = 0 are ob
tained in the form 

J [Cukr(r, r') -Cukr(r, r')]- 1(JtJ(r')dr' = uk,r in V, 

(IJ4) 
y 

The relations (1.9) and (1.14) describe the state ot stress of an equivalent continuous 
medium. However, in order to make it possible to determine directly internal forces in rods 
from the state of stress, it is necessary to decompose the state aii into the components 
related to substructures a~1 and af}, as described in Chapter 1.3. 

1.3. Description of the state of forces in rods of the stiucture 

Making use of the decomposition of the stress tensor of · an equivalent continuous 
medium into components describing the rigidity characteristics of the individual substruc
tures c;1k,(r, r') = c!1k,(r, r') + clJk,(r, r') ltJ, the states can be defined: 

I df f Cvl ( '). ( ')dr' 
OtJ = '1'" r, r ekr r ' 

y 
(1.15) 

a1} df J ClJkr(r, r')ekr(r') dr', (Jll = (JI1 + (J!J 
y 

associated with individual sublattices. This allows forces in the rods of sub lattices I and II 
to be determined from u:1 and uiJ, respectively. Here it is assumed that the states «f ·and a11 

are I~lly homogeneous. 
And thus, for a rod belonging to family . I and connecting the nodes r and r', we obtain 

the force 

(1.16)1 P,(r, r') = 11(]1/t)tj'·"'>. 

By analogy, for a rod of family 11 we obtain 

(1.16h 
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As mentioned above, it can be seen that, given the solution to the problem of the con
tinuous model, the technically interesting force values can be arrived at in two manners, 
i.e. either by· using the quantities a1 and cr1 (cf. Eq. (1.15)) or by determining the field 
of displacements O• the nodes of discrete structure in conformity with that of the continuous 
medium, followed by using the constitutive relationships of discrete description [1]. 

2. Nonlocal gradient mOdel 

2.1. Description of the state of strain 

Let us now carry out an analysis analogous to that in the case of the nonlocal integral 
model. 

Consid.ering the body bounded by the edge A = AuuAP (Fig. 2), the potential energy 
of the system can be written in the general (three-dimensional) case as follows: 

(2.1) We = ~ f (CuufJufltt+CtJidmn'YtJk'Ytmn)dv 
y 

- ~ J (Cuklf3uf3tt + CtJkltnn'Ym'YtmJdA- J J,u,dv- J p,u,dA- J m,u,,Jn1dA. 
A Y A11 A 11 

The form of the stress tensors C1111 and C11'""'" was introduced in the paper (1]. 
The second integral describes, just as before, the effect of _heterogeneity in boundary 

layer caused by the removal of rods. 
In the case shown in Fig. 3 C111" = 0 and C,111, .. = 0 whereas in that shown in Fig. 4: 

(2.2) 

A A b(( 
C - Cll _ tHltll2tllltll2 

IJkl - i}ld - - - -- I J 1 l ' 
2Vo 

A A CJI 
C l - Cil}lkl - __ t,ll2tJIIltllltlllltll2tlll 

IJk , - '"" - 2Vo . 1 '" n ' 

where b11 = EA/, c11 = EAfl- the rigidity parameters of the rods of substructure II. 

The introduction of the new term f m1u1,1n1dA in relation to the integral model notation 
A 

is suitable for those cases in which the edge is loaded by couples of forces with arms of the 
order of the lattice parameter /, and where we are interested in a solution in its . neighbour
hood, m; then describes the external moment load along the edge. 

It follows from the principle of minimum potential energy (2.1) that among all the 
geometrically permissible fields {311 and y 11"' i.e. those satisfying the relationships 

{JI(J, 11;) = 'YtJk} 
in V, 

fJ,J = uu.J> (2.3) 

the field minimizing _W8 will in reality be determined (under the loadfi, p, m;). 

4 Arch. Mech. Stos. nr 6!79 
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The stationary conditions lJ W8 = 0 wilf assume the form 

(2.4) [(Q,Jtt ~c,Jtz)fl~:,J.J+ [(C''"'"'" -c,,",-)y,"'"l"J+ !t = 0 in V, 

[(C,1t,-Cm,)P~:,]nJ+ [(Cu"'"'"-~'Jtlillll)y,-l.tnJ = p, I on A,. 

[(C,Jtzlllll-c,,t,"'"),~,.J.tnJ =m, 

The relations (2.3) and (2.4) allow for the determination of u, p,1, Yiit· The boundary 
displacement conditions (for the part A., of the edge, cf. Figs. 3a and 4a) are taken into 
account by the condition (2.3)3 • 

The boundary load conditions for the part A, of the edge, (cf. Figs. 3b and 4b) are taken 
into account by the conditions (2.4)2 ,3 • 

2.2. Desc:rtptloa of the state of forces ID rods of the structure 

By analogy to the considerations given for the integral model, a direct way will be dis
cussed to determine the internal forces in rods of the structure by defining states of stresses 
in the substructures. 

And thus, we will define the states of stresses: 

(2.5) 
af1 = c:J"ipk, 
af} = C}Jtr:Pth 

roll}" = CfJu- Y111111, 

inl}t = ClJt,..,. y, ... , 

the stress tensors having been resolved into the components related to the features of 

substructures l and IT C,JtJ ~ CfJ'" +en.,, Cll"'"'" = Cfi"'"'" + Cf}.~;,,.,, in the paper [1]. 
By assuming local homogeneity of distributions a,1 and IDl,J1 , it is possible to deter

mine · the forces in rods belonging to substructure I by projecting them suitably onto 
their directions: 

By analogy, for rods belonging to substructure 11 

P ll - T? ,. / .. ( -" tll +. I ann tD tll) J - r 0. Uf} J JU W'-ljl J k • 

3. Conclusions 

In the examples discussed for formulating boundary value-problems in nonlocal contin
uous models describing cases of rod structures, the term of equivalent surface energy has 
been introduced to account for all the heterogeneity of material properties appearing in 
the boundary layer of the structure due to the perturbation of regular rod distribution 
by boundary conditions. It is convenient to isolate this term since, given its mechanical 
interpretation it is possible without any trouble whatsoever to complete the definition 
of boundary conditions by determining the heterogeneity tensors (1.5) and (2.2). 
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By analogy, using nonlocal models to describe other objects, such as crystal lattices, 

physical interpretation of the tensor C should be determined and then its components 
should be specified depending on concrete forms of boundary conditions. 

In the case of describing an object for which it is interesting to determine internal 
forces, it is convenient to introduce, just as in the present paper, states of stresses related 
to individual substructures provided that they can be isolated. The determination of internal 
forces is then instantaneous. On the other hand, equilibrium equations for the object 
comprise complete states of stresses obtained by superposition of stresses in the individual 
substructures. 
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